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This world today is moving so quickly it is exasperating. I think folks are so
pushed and constrained with their time, they are unaware of all that is
moving past them. The clock never stops or moves backwards, and
information that is not even sought, is being hurled instantaneously and
consistently, rudely invading and interrupting everyones life.
A snippet here and there of information might garner interest, but most of
the sorry flow is designed to captivate and target with intrigue to develop an
action that steers people in a predetermined direction. Worse are the ploys
that are designed to divide and anger folks into a senseless and violent
mob, without reason beyond the manipulated narrative that preys upon
people, making them victims of any entity deemed suitable to play the
scape goat.
The Religious, Better than you folks, offer Prayers, void of loving concern.
The more aggressive entrepreneurial type, actually target the most
vulnerable and devastated people offering to Pray for them. However the
intent is to Prey upon their vulnerability and desperate situation,
manipulating them in many different ways to submit to the false care as
genuine.
Beware people, this world is thick with imposters, fakes, false promises,
and false gods. Even the Devil Himself is Proud to be your god these days,
without hiding his identity. Sadly he has many worshipers who hail Satan as
their chosen deity. Secret societies accepting of every religious tag, yet
worshipping Baal, and using passwords such as Abaddon (And they had a
king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in the
Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath his name
Apollyon.~Re 9:11) No secret needed these days, except promises of
joining this group, or society, will garner advantage over others, receive
preference over others, be one of the boys.
Yes, even some churches utilize these tactics to entice and manipulate
people. God sent His Son Jesus to become the sacrifice, for whosoever will
accept so great a Salvation. Is that offer not good enough? Do we need
perfect health, wealth and favor too, during this temporary mortal
existence? Folks we deserve Hell, Jesus is the only option of redemption
from that penalty. And Hell is not a place to party as you might imagine.
Our Father Adam Sinned, and we inherit that sin, and it’s penalty, remains,
DEATH. The RULE was stated in Genesis chapter two verses 15-17. Just
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ONE simple rule, without which no measure could determine obedience.
Chapter three tells of the deception and disobedience.
But GOD provided a sacrifice right then and there, and paid the debt for the
sin, and explained the new relationship between mankind and God. In time
mankind had become so rebellious, God wished He had never made man
and vowed to destroy all, BUT GOD saw GRACE in the eyes of our Father
Noah.
God chose His people, rescued them from the rebellious, led them,
provided for them, gave them laws to follow and they rebelled again, and
again. Then, the book of John explains the Gospel in the very first chapter.
God even gave us a downpayment for His Promised Everlasting Bodily
Life, in Heaven, His indwelling Holy Spirit. (2 Cor. 1:22) Spiritually we
receive that inheritance when we Believe. (John 1:12; 5:24)
There is but ONE PRAYER GOD hears from a Sinner, that is a prayer of
REPENTANCE. After that, we are to grow in the KNOWLEDGE of THE
WORD and God’s GRACE. (See 2 Peter 3:17-18) This keeps us from being
deceived and used and PREYED UPON by deceivers.
This world is Cruel, Deceptive, Fickle and Fleeting. Know that ETERNITY
AWAITS, and during this difficult time we spend as mere mortals, we
determine where we will spend ETERNITY.
“Do not marvel at this, for an hour is coming when all who are in the tombs
will hear his voice and come out, those who have done good to the
resurrection of life, and those who have done evil to the resurrection of
judgment.”~Jn 5:28–29
We lay down this mortality and term it death, yet we who are alive in Christ
Jesus are instantly with Him in Heaven Spiritually. But yet one day, the
graves will all be opened, and the bodies resurrected, as was Jesus
Himself. Where are you going to spend ETERNITY? Don’t pin YOUR
ETERNITY on a hope-so, or maybe I will, or think that a scale might weigh
in your favor. GOD GAVE US HIS HOLY WORD, that we might Know and
Grow and Go.
~Wess

